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REACTOR SAFETY AFTER TMI

D.Sroi dt,Tech.Uni.of KARLSRUHE

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the reports done, on the TMI-2 accident, trace the cause of it
back to serious human failure. This includes the industry organization, NRC- 0£
ganization, operator training , and operator behaviour. This has been emphasised
for instance by the Kemeny and Rogovin commissions, as well as by a great number
of papers having appeared since then.

Without diminishing the importance of these findings, in Germany we
could never accept this as the complete story. It should be added that the design
of the TMI-2 plant has been extraordinarily unforgiving with respect to certain
types of operator failures. The same type of human behaviour assumed, certain
technical features could have still safely prevented the accident. These features
are quite common in European plants and certainly the ones licensed in the
Federal Republic of Germany. Therefore, after March 28 of last year, we did not
see the necessity of short term changes in our licensing principles- However,
TMI has tauaht us a very interesting lesson and has given useful impulses for
further improvement of reactor safety.

In this paper first I shall explain the present status of safety design
in Germany and the governing principles behind it. Then I shall discuss in more
detail the problem of human failure and what could be done about it. This is
followed by the description of some research projects for further increasing
the accident prevention capability of our plants. Finally, I would like to touch
the problem of consequence' mitigation of core meltdov/n accidents. You can easily
see from this list that I shall go beyond the area which already is settled by
formal procedures. This means that many of the expressed views are my personal
opinion and should be understood in this way.

2. PRESENT STATUS OF SAFETY DESIGN

The basic principles of our safety strategy have been described on many
earlier meetings.Therefore I shall restrict myself to a brief listing of some
items which show a difference between our attitude towards safety and what is
practised in USA with regard to the TMI-event.
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a) Redundancy

Redundance normally is the answer to the single failure criterion /I/. The result
is a 2 x 100 % redundancy of the safety systems. In our safety criterion 4.3 /2/
it is required that a single failure should not impair the safety function, even
if one of the safety subsystems is out of order due to a need for repair and
maintenance. This results in the 4 x 50% redundancy on our PWR's. With regard to
independent faults it gives a better reliability. Criterion 4.3 is concerned with .
the loss of primary coolant. However, since for all kind of transients the same sa-
fety systems are used, the 4 x 50 % (or 3 x 100%) redundancy is operative for any
kind of safety related events.

There is another point with redundancy. The single failure criterion of /I/ applies
mainly to active components as valves, pumps, insttruments etc., but not to passive
components as pipes or coolant storage tanks, in our regulation it applies to safety
subsystems with all their active and passive components . This leads to my next
point.

b) Separation of Redundant Subsystems

The German regulation requires complete functional and physical separation of redun-
dant safety subsystems. It decreases the possibility for common mode effects,
including some types of human interferences: The separation also applies to control
and power supply of these subsystems.

On the other hand in the USA the redundant active components of safety systems are
connected by operative coolant lines or share control and power supply units. This
gives increased flexibility, provided the operator uses in the righ way.

c) Automation

Because of the apparent unpredictability of human behaviour under certain conditions
KTA 3501 and 3701.1 requires automation of all safety actions within the first 30
minutes of a relevant event. Basically the operator should not interfere with this.
Long term actions, especially long term heat removal should take advantages of the
human flexibility and adaptibility to changing situations.

d) Separation of Operational and Safety Control
Not only functions, but especially the control of operational and safety actions
must be completely separated. This further reduces the susceptibility to common
mode failures as they have occurred for instance in the Rancho Seco light bulb
event of March 1973 or the Crystal River 3-incident.
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e) Fail-safe Safety Actions

Fail-safe safety actions will bring the plant to a safe condition even if they are
erroneously irridiated. The well-known example is the reactor trip. Not all safety
actions could be made fail-safe: Example is the switch-over from injection to
recirculation after a LOCA. Control of these actions must be designed and constructed
with particular care especially with respect to human interference.

However, some designs do not have fail-safe actions where they could employ them.
A very important example is the choice of pressure of the high pressure injection
system. It's pressure head should be above the saturation pressure of the primary
coolant, but it is unnecessary to have it above the operational pressure and even
above the setpoint of the primary relief valves. It is well-known after TMI that
the unfortunate operators were trained having conditional reflexes: "By all means
and above all other considerations never let the pressurizer get solid". Therefore
they throttled their hp-in.jection down. The reason for this training can only be
the concern about an additional small LOCA by the relief valves forced open.

After the TMI-event apparently they were trained "by no means turn off the hp-
injection". And so the operators of Crystal River-3 on February 26, 1980 did not
turn it off and flooded their containment. None of the after-THI-commissions to my
knowledge ever touched the reasoning behind this fatal operator training.

Another example for an unnecessary deviation from fail-safe principles is the
employment of the pressurizer relief valves for a large number of transients. This
is a special feature of the B&W-design. For some more serious transients (e.g. loss
of power) even the primary safety valves might open. This has been restricted
already in the RSK- guidelines of 1979, and the excessive use of the relief valves
as analyzed for the only German B&W-plant could also be prevented.

f) Secundary Temperature Decrease in Case of Small Leaks and Other Events

Another important safety principle is to keep the main heat sink via the steam
generators available and in operation as long and as strongly as possible. Therefore
in our systems after getting the LOCA-signals the secondary temperature will be
decreased at a rate of 100 K/h., to increase heat removal. As a consequence of the
findings of the German risk study this procedure will be fully automatized in the
new plants. So, generally it will take less than 2 hours having the primary circuit
down at a pressure where the accumulators will inject cold water and the low pressure
decay heat removal systems will start working. It is disturbing to note that after
the 8 min.-inability in the beginning, the secondary cooling circuit has been kept
for hours at normal operating conditions, therefore only to a very small part
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contributing to the heat removal. Certainly the procedures necessary for an increased
heat removal are more difficult for straight-tube steam generators than for U-tube
steam generators. But still this operation might have prevented the accident.

In considering these facts we have come to the conclusion that no immediate actions
are necessary in our licensing procedures after TMI. Especially the following design
features would have independently prevented serious core damage for a large group
of similar transients originating in the secondary system, the same level of opera
tor training assumed:

- the pressurizer relief valve would not open at this type of initiating transient,

- the block valve would have closed automatically 5 seconds after an unresponded
closure command of the relief valve itself,

- the lower pressure head of the high-pressure safety injection system would not
have required operator conditioning on the pressurizer water level only.

- the secondary temperature decrease would have allowed the systems to read low
pressure cooling before damages to the core had occured.

It should be added that also the early disablement of the emergency feed-water system
would have been much less probable with 4 completely separated instead of 2 connected
parts.

3. The Problem of Human Failure

The greatly disturbing problem of TMI has been the obstinacy with which the operating
personnel adhered to their wrong picture of tha core situation. However, similar
behavioral patterns have been observed in other incidents before, even if the con-
sequences in comparison v/ere€harmless. How can we get a better understanding?

My first point is we must distinguish tv/o different patterns of human failure /3,4/

a) Tactical failures or stochastical failures are events where an operator just
makes a singular wrong move or incorrect instrument reading. This might be caused
by a momentary low level of attention, distraction or something else. The important
thing is that he makes this error basically unconnected to his otherwise executed
duties. In this understanding it might be also called a human single failure.

b) Strategical failures - are events where operators follow consistently a wrong
scenario, a wrong understanding of the situation. They might ascribe a wrong cause
to a certa.in alarm, might not believe certain instrument readings, and might stick
to this even if the entire situation smells of serious trouble.
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The TMI-event is the most striking example for this behaviour, but a similar
pattern has been observed in some airplane-crashes. On Kay 8, 1978 a Natio -
nal Airlines Boeing 727 for example was approaching the small airport at
Pensacela, Florida. By some error of the local radar controller they were
entering their landing routine too late. Subsequently the craw followed
consistently it's own feeling for the time, it's inner clock and didn't
even bother to look at the altimeter. They didn't change their attitude
even when the radar altimeter was giving an acoustical alarm which Mas turned
off after a while. Finally, they crashed into the water.

In another accident in 1972 by a Trident of British Airways near London the
plane got into a stall after takeoff. The automatic anti-stall equipment
pushed the stick forward several times to recover a stable condition, but one
of the pilots retracted it and finally disconnected the automatic system.
Nobody survived the crash.

By reading the Rogovin report I even got the feeling that the incredible
communication problems of the TMI have partially been caused by the subconsciou
desire of the crew to keep all outsiders away from too much information.
Because outsiders were expected to disturb their understanding and command of
the situation.("Those inside the plant don't choose to believe the signs, and
those outside aren't told"). However, outsiders finally determined to operational
mode bringing the plant into a stable condition. Even some of the most serious
troubles were discovered by newcomers: The closed feedwater valves by the operator
entering the control room and the open pressurizer relief valve by the supervi-
sor of the incoming shift.

Obviously the 2 different modes of human failure require a different defence
strategy. With respect to tactical failures (type a) basically the plant should
be made as insensitive to this type of failure as it is to equipment single
failures. The operator pushing the wrong button should not directly cause a
core melt accident. In any case there will be sufficient time for corrective
actions.

However, control rooms should be designed in a way as to minimize tactical
failures. For the American plants currently in operation this certainly is
barely the case. Here switches, indication lights, and instruments are not
ordered accordings to their function within the system, but to their size
and outward appearance /5/. Their function may be read from some abbrevia -
ted names, but not from flow diagrams , making complicated connections and
their state obvious at a brief glance. Tactical failures can be expected to
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be more probable with this badly ordered control row» design.

Tactical failures can have , together with several other events, the potential
of initiating strategical failures (type b). But precisely when and why do
operators behave in this unreasonable manner? I an entering an area where
engineering and psychology are mined together and more research is needed.
Presently I am restricted to s o w educated guesses:

- Some individuals do not react as flexibly as others in stress situations.
They have what psychologists call a pronounced rigidity and are less able
to criticize their once acquired conseptions. Airlines use specific tests
for determining this quality in their pilots /6/.

- Training and routine give operators a wrong bias with respect to the po-
tential risk. If there is more than one explanation for a signal or an alarm
operators very often choose the most optimistic answer .It would , however,
be too narrowminded to attribute this simply to the utility attitude of
producing and selling power as long as possible. Utilities have learned
that any accident is tremendously more expensive than unscheduled shtudowns.

- Human operators are superior to automatic devices because of their unsurpressed
ability to integrate information from many ir.iput-channels building mental
pictures even of very complex and unprecedenzed situations.
This basically requires weighting inputs, even neglecting less important
or unreliable ones. This works much better, if the incoming data is precise,
accurate and reliable. The airplane crashes I indicated for instance all
have occured when the outside view has been obscured by darkness or clouds
and pilots had to rely on a few instruments. At this point I must mention
the work that is in progress on diagnotic computers at several places. It
certainly will help very much if a diagnosis is offered in clear text or
clear diagrams.

With this in mind interesting progress will be made during the forthcoming
years. There is no doubt that the amount of automation and computarization in
plant operational safety will increase. However, this should not result in
routine and boredom for the crew, especially for the most flexible individuals.
Here also experience from other areas, especially aviation must be employed.
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4. Further Technical Improvements in the Field of Accident Prevention

Even if there is no immediate problem, research effort must go on for further
improvement of the accident prevention capability of the new plants. The
German Risk Study has already pointed out the areas where improvements would
result in a particular decrease of overall risk. Examples are the already
mentioned automated block valves and secondary temperature decrease. The
German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) has recently defined a list of topics

• for further study:

a) Improved Instrumentation and Diagnostics in the Primary System

- Detection of subcooied or saturated state of primary system by eva-
luation of the available data on pressure and temperatures . The neces-
sary equipment will be installed very soon.

- Improved temperature monitoring of the core by extending the range of
the available thermocouples to higher values. This will be installed.

- Direct indication of in-vessel waterlevel. A detector will be tested
in the PKL-faciiity during this year. y

- Computerized display of primary system conditions as part of the
considerations given in the preceding chapter. Development is under way.

b) Improved Safety Systems

- Secondary cool down faster than 100 K/h for improved handling of small
leaks. After a more detailed analysis, this probably will not be
necessary.

- Increased secondary design pressure preventing the necessity of shutting
down the high pressure injection or opening of secondary safety and
relief valves in case of a steam generator tube break . It is presently
studied whether "«mergency conditions" can be employed permitting an
increased set pressure of the safety valve with the same mechanical
design of the steam generators
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- Diverse safety components as compared to the highly redundant but not
diverse present components. However, it has been decided by the RSK
after intense discussion that the 2 x 100X start-up feedwater pumps
depending on the grid or the emergency power system for supply give
sufficient diversity to the emergency feedwater system having it's
separate diesel engines. For our concept of a 100 K/h secondary
cooldown the steam required for feeding a turbine pump drive would
anyway not be available.

- High pressure injection during recirculation phase after small LOCA
Possible advantages.and disadvantages (more difficult ECCS) have
been discussed again with the* result that it will not be required.

- Improved, remote control degasification of pressure vessel and
primary circuit. Hill be employed.

- Improved automation, is still under study.

- Improvement of containment closure and airlock reliability, is still
under study. /

It should be noted, however, that for all points listed in this paragraph,
possible advantages and disadvantages have to be carefully weighted and
more research is needed.

c) Safety Characteristics of Plants

- There should be further studies on natural circulation in the primary
circuit at saturation conditions. This is especially of interest for
B4W design. For 4-1oop PWR's PKL- experiments are being prepared.

d) Plant Operation, especially at Upset Conditions

- Improved software for simulators for operator training under accidents
conditions, is still under study.

- Computerized on-place accident and accident analysis is under develop-
ment.

- External information display for emergency conditions, is still and
study.
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5. The Problem of Mitigation of Consequences of Core Meltdown Accidents

The German Risk Study /7/ has demonstrated that the risk of PWR's of the
Biblis-B-type in a densely populated country is small compared to the risk
from other causes. The German Risk Study has also defined a number of parti^
cular design features with an especially large contribution to the risk.
These features have been corrected since and the resulting decrease in
risk can be estimated to be nearly a factor of ten. The improvements
described in the preceding section also should give a further, but less
easily defined contribution.

For this reason additional features for also increasing the containment
capability after core meltdowns are not required from a purely technical
point of view. However, the question of "how safe is safe enough" in a
democratic society will not be answered by the technical experts only.
The parliament and the law- courts have the right of the final decision.
And here we face the difficulty that the systems involved are very complex
and it becomes increasingly difficult for the experts to convince the
others that the net of preventive measures is really complete and dense
enough.Some apparently simple features preventing any harm to the public,
even after a completely unprotected meltdown are much more convincing
than all the complex systems I have described. This corftinously draws
attention to proposals like core catchers or underground siting.

The RSK has discussed studies and research work in this field in some detail.
The commission has found that some proposals require more research, while
in others the balance in safety advantages and disadvantages need further

. clarifying studies.

However, it can be considered certified knowledge that not the meItthrough
of the containment base ("China-Syndrom") but the pressurization of the
containment by steam coming from the concrete is the critical phenomena.
According to the German Risk Study the containment failure by overpressure
after about 30 hours dominates the risk.

Now our steel-shell containments alow for a very simple remedy against
steam-pressurization, which will also be safer than the already proposed
containment venting. A spray system, cooling down the upper half of the
containment from the outside, will be installed. This will be sufficient
to condense the inside steam and avoid failure by overpressure.
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6. Conclusion

TNI has indeed not shaken up our safety policy» but has given valuable insights»
and even proven soae points we were trying to Mke. Safety design has reached a
stage where it's usefulness now can be Measured with actual experience. Also
in the field of huaan behaviour and am-aachine-interaction , Matters can be
structured in a recognizable pattern and learning proceeds fast. Therefore
we are confident.
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